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WOMAN AND SOCIALISM. 
\ve hertr peopIe say, “Yes, Socialism is a 

beautiful drr;un; it would be all very well if 
you could chauge human nature, but since you 
can’t, the dreruu is impossible.” And you hear 
others say, when some colony has failed whose 
members tried to co-operate end make life on 
earth more bearable, “There’s an experiment in 
Socialism for you; it never can succeed; it is 
too impractical.” But Socialism is neither a 
dream, nor a colony of Utopians. And Utopians, 
you must liuom, are people who think out a 
plan of ideal living; a society n-here everyone 
and everything is perfect, and try to live up 
to it. 

Ever since the division of society into classes 
there have been people who have tried to fash- 
ion an ideal ‘state. Plato, who nxs a Greek, 
and lived 400 years before Christ was born, 
was one of the greatest of these dreamers. He 
wrote “The Republic,” which is considered to- 
day to be one of the most instructive and 
charming of books. Sir Thomas More, an Eug; 
lisbman, born in. 1450, was another of these 
dreamers; he wrote “Utopia,” a book that has 
given its name to all these impractical seekers 
after an ideal commonwealth. Rousseau, a 
Frenchman, in 17% gave a picture in his “So 
cial Contract” of an ideal middle class society. 
Babeuf, another Frenchman, in 1796 wrote that 
“the aim of society is the happiness of all.” 
He was active in the French Revolution and 
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was guillotined for the part he took in the 
-struggle. St. Simon aud Fourier, both French- 
men, who were born in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century, taught that all men should, \ 
regard each other as brothers, and they tried 
to establish a brotherhood and make practical 
their ideas of such a society. The Brook Farm 
Association, established near Boston in 1340, 
was an outgrowth of Fourierism. Here Alcott, 
the father of the much loved author of “Little 
Women,” lived with Hawthorne a5d other 
famous co-operators, and tried to found an 
ideal community. Robert Owen, another Eng- 
lishman, a philanthropist and reformer, tried 
to improve the conditions of factory workers 
and lost the good opinion of his middle class 
friends when he took up the colony ideal in 
1523. 

Bellamy, whose book, “Looking Backward,” 
‘did much twenty gears ago to arouse the inter- 
est of people in a better state of society, is still 
credited with depicting an example of Socialism. , 
The Ruskin colony of almost forgotten memory 
and other communities scattered here and there 
‘that have been abandoned,-all of these experi- 
ments have been labeled Socialism, and ridj- 
culed for their failure. 

The reason they have failed was because the 
founders had no idea of the changes that have 
taken and are taking place in the industrial 
life of the world. .: 

Scie3tffic Socialists, as we call ourselves, do 
take account of these changes, and we realize 
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that all of our institutions change as the form 
of industry changes. But to explain this to 
you, I shall have to take youyback to the be- 
ginning of the world’s history. 

Society has not always been in the stage in 
which we find it today. Pick up any tool with 
which you are familiar, a needle or a hammer, 
and think where it came from. You have never 
seen it in any other form. To? have seen 
needles of different sizes and hamhers of vari- 
ous shapes, but they have been made of the 
Sam<* metal. Did you ever think what the be- 
ginnings of those tools were? n’ere they al- 
ways made of steel, brightly polished and 
bought from a dealer for a few cents? 

No, they were invented ages and ages ago: 
so far back in the childhood of the race that 
no one knows the exact date of their invention, 
except that it was in what those wise men, the 
geologists (who can read in the rocks the his- 
tory of the earth and her people) call the 
Stone Age. 

In order to make clear the progress of the 
human race from its infancy to the present 
time, let us follow the classification made by 
Lewis I-1. Morgan, who was known in Europe 
as the foremost American scientist, though hie 
name is familiar to few of his countrymen. 

He divides the life of mankind upon the 
earth into three distinct periods: First, sav- 
agery ; second, barbarism, and third, civiliza- 
tion. Sagagery and barbarism he again sub- 
divides into three periods each, which he de- 
scribes as the lower, middle, and upper status. 
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The earliest or lower status of savagery (be- 
gins with the infancy of the human race and 
may ,bc said to have erided with a knowledge 
of the use of fire, and of Esh for food. Duri-ig 
this period the savages lived upon fruits and 
nuts principally, and did not travel far from 
their original habitat. The middle status of 
savagery begins with the use of fish for food 
and fire to cook it, aud euds uith the invention 
of the bow’*and arrow. Mankind followed the 
rivers in search of food and thus spread over 
the greater portion of the earth’s surface. The 
Australians and Polynesians, when discovered, 
were in this period, they having no knowledge 
of the use of the bow and arrow. 

The upper status of savagery commenced 
with the invention of the bow and arrow, and 
ended with the invention of the art of pottery. 
And most, if not all, of these inventions that 
have made possible the progress of the human 
race, are credited to woman’s ingenuity. 

Many of the tribes of the Korth and South 
American Indians were in this, the upper status 
of savagery, at the time of the discovery of 
Smerica by Europeans. -411 of the tribes, then, 
on the face of the earth who never practiced 
the art of making pottery, are classed as sav- 
ages. All of those who made pottery had 
crossed the line of progress into barbarism. 

It is estimated that about three-fifths of the 
life of the race, or 60,000 years, were spent 
in the period of savagery. It is also conceded 
that in this period, and probably for 20,000 
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years more, woman reigned supreme in what is 
called “The Matriarchate,” or “Mother-right.” 

The lower status of barbarism began with the 
making of pottery and ended differently un the 
two hemispheres. On the Eastern Hemisphere, 
it ended \vith the domestication of animals 
such as gave meat and milk. On the Western 
Hemisphere. vvhere there were no wild animals 
suitable for taming the lower status ended with 
the use of the sun-dried brick and stone, for 
house building. 

The middle status of barbarism began with 
the domestication of animals in the Eastern 
hemisphere. and in the Western with the culti- 
vation of plant foods by irrigation, and the use 
of sun-dried brick and stone, and ended with the 
invention of the process of smelting iron ore. 
This, roughly speaking, IS the end of the Stone 
Age, though the use of stone implements con- 
tinued after iron ones were made. 

The upper status of barbarism began with the 
manufacture of iron and ended with the inven- 
tion of the phonetic alphabet, and the use of 
writing. The Grecian tribes of the time de- 
picted by Homer; the Italian tribes, before the 
founding of Rome; and the Germanic tribes of 
the time of Cmsar, were all in the upper status 
of bar,barism. At this point barbarism ends 
and civilization begins with the invention of the 
phonetic alphabet, and the use of written ret 
ords. 

But what has all this to do with Socialism? 
A great deal, for as I said in the bepinning, 
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the Socialist philosophy recognizes that the ad- 
vancement of the race is dependent upon the 
changes in the form of industry, and that all 
of the changes in society have followed, and 
have been the results of the evolution of in- 
dustry. 

The evolution of industry is divided into four 
* stages : First, the Family System; second, the 

Guild System; third, the Domestic System, and 
fourth, the Factory System. While it cannot 
be said that society has passed through and 
finished each of these stages to the exclusion 
of all the others (for in many places may be 
found several of these stages in operation at 
the present day), it is true that each stage has 
at some time in the evolution of a society beeu 
the highest form of that society. To make this 
clear 1eL us take up these stages of the evolution 
of industry and explain them in their order. 
The first stage, the Family System, began with 
(a) Communal Productioa. All of the stores 
of food and tools for securing it were the com- 
mon property of the tribe and were divided 
among the members in proper proportions. 
There was no division of labor and every mem- 
ber of the tribe was able to do any of the 
world which was to be done. 

The second step in the Family System was 
(b) Siavery. In the constant warfare between 
the savage tribes the conquerors made slaves of 
their prisoners, and these slaves (probably wo- 
men) were the first private property. The wo- 
men cultivated the ground with sharpened 
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sticks, and shells fastened to a short handle 
for a hoe. 

Not much food could be-raised by these primi- 
five ~~ethods. so the tribe produced nothing to 
sell. But as the tools were made more perfect, 
and more food could be raised, some of the 
slaves could be spared to do other work besides 
agriculture : and in this way handicraft arose. 
Women learned to spin the fibres of plants, to 
weare the grasses. to sew together the sklns of 
animals with needles fashioned from bones of 
animals; to gather bark and branches for shelt- 
er. to brew herbs for medicines and to make 
dyes; to plait baskets and plaster them with 
clay and thus mold the first pottery; and to 
decorate with shells and teeth of animals the 
clothing and skins for shelter. In this way the 
extra labor of the slaves was used in making 
these luxuries for their masters. 

Foliowing slavery is the third step in the 
Family System, or (c) Serfdom. Serfdom was 
still slavery in another form. The master own- 
ed the land to which the serf belonged. The 
serf could be bought and sold with the land and 
could not be separated from it or escape from it. 
The serfs, male and female, worked for their 
master (or feudal lord) n certain number of 
days in the week and for themselves the rest of 
the time. This made possible still further divis- 
ion of labor until the workers (became very skill- 
ful, and produced more i.?an n-as necessary to 
keep themselves and their families. 

The next step in the evolution of industry was 
the Guild System. Tbis began in Europe about 
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the middle of the 11th century, and ww brought 
about chiefly by the growth of certain trades 

nhich had developed in the hands of the serfs. 
and also by the increased demand for certain 
goods which made their manufacture desirable. 
,4n even greater division of labor was made pos- 
sible, for the workers no longer belonged to the 
land, but hired themselves out for a certain 
period of ye:rrs as apprentices. After the trade 
was thoroughly learned, they could go forth as 
journeymen or journeywomen. All workers of 
a certain craft belonged to one ,q~ild. as the 
weaver’s guild, the bookbinder’s guild, etc. 
Guilds of female workers had the same rights 
and privileges as those of the men. Among 
them were the tanners, the furriers, saddlers, 
and harnessmakers, the bakers. seamstresses, 
embroiderers of coats-of-arms, tailors and gold-, 
smiths. 

The distinctive features of this system of pro- 
duction were, first, the combination of labor 
with a small capital, and second. the private 
ownership of the tools that rrere used. The 
guild-master, or mistress, bought the materials 
necessary, and worked in the shop with the np- 
prentices, making the finished product. This 
finished article was sold directly to the custom- 
er. Whatever money n-as made was kept, as it 
did not have to be divided with a middleman. 
As the system developed, however, the master- 
guilders became more wealthy and tyrannical, 
and their apprentices and journeyers took sides 
against them in self .protection. As time passed, 
the master-guilders joined themselves into trade 



leagues, and became very povverful in controlling 
commerce so that the evolution of industry pass- 
ed~from the Guild system into that of the Do- 
mestic System. 

The Domestic System marks the rise of the 
middle man n-ho bought goods and sold them for 
a profit, instead of making them for USC, as had 
been done in all previous systems. The master- 
guilders could not look to customers for the sale 
of goods, bnt had to depend upon the middleman 
and the state of the market. The workers could 
go wherever they chose. They were not bound 
to a certain master, but ‘had to offer their labor 
in competition with all other laborers, for theit 
hands and their tools Were the only sources of 
their living. 

Great changes took place in the world during 
this period (the close of the 16th century), from 
diffrrent causes. IYe will note only those that 
concern our argument. The rise of the trading 
class broke up the feudal system and the serfs 
became hordes of roving vagabonds. The de- 
mand for n-001 and woollen goods led to the evic. 
tion of the peasants from their homes to provide 
pasture for the sheep, and to force the homeless 
workers into the vvoollen cottage factories. Re- 
ligious oppression in the different European 
countries forced the people to America (which 
had just been discovered), in search of liberty. 
According to Mars, a “bloody legislation” was 
enforced against these “free” people from this 
time throughout the mhole of the 1Gth century. 
Girls, the childreq of “vagabonds,” could be en- 
slaved by any town until their 20th year. “All 
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villages were forbidden to let rooms to single 
mw and women, and the latter could be cast 
into prison if they refused to become servants, 
even if they were employed at any other work. 
such as sowing,seeds for the peasants at daily 
wages, or even buying and selling corn.” 

Women probably suffered more during this 
period than at any time since savagery. Many 
sold themselves as indentured servants to peo- 

-Die in America. 
Important inventions at this time, especial13 

the application of steam as a motive force to 
machinery. brought in the* Factory System, and 
the evolution from the hand tool to the ponder- 
ous machine. This brought about a revolution 
in the relation of woman to society; for the first 
time in civilization her value as a worker was 
made equal. and in some industries superior, to 
that of man. Her weaker muscles are sufficient 
to run the machine, and her patience and per- 
sistence. learned through her long centuries of 
slavery, make her a more dependable worker. 
But the Factory System has also made another 
change in her condition. Instead of being de- 
pendent upon the men of her famiIy, she is now 
dependent. as the meu are, upon the owners of 
the machine for a living. And now, men, n-omen 
and children are fighting against each other for 
a chance to live. 

Let us lOOk a little more closely into this re- 
lation of the worker to the machine and see 
what the trouble is. We have noticed in the 
earliest period. alien there was no division of 
labor, that there were no tools to speak of and 
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that there was neither a master class nor a 
subject class. ,I little further along in the evolu- 
tion of industry, tools came into general use; 
members of the conquered tribes had been.forc- 
ed iuto slavery, that js, the slaves were the 
private property, and there was a division of 
classes into the leisure master class and the sub- 
ject class. Sest the land became private prop- 
erty, to which the slaves, nom called serfs, wwe 
attached, and tools had been perfected until 
there was much skill in the handicrafts. 

The nest step found the tools as private prop. 
erty ; the slave, nom called appreutice, freed 
from the land, was still bouud and working hard 
for a master, but he owned the tools which he 
used by hand. 

In the nest step, the machines into which the 
tools had developed, are themselves private 
property. The workers, now factory hands, are 
free to offer themselves to any master. but they 
are none the less slaves because without ~CCPHS 
to the machines they are powerless to earn their 
living. 

In this stage of industry. which we have now 
reached, the co-operation of worker nud machiue 
in production, has’ been perfectly organized. 80 
far as the single fact of making poods in the 
best manner is concerned, the result is perfect; 
but so far as the condition of the workers who 
produce the goods is concerned, the result is 
pitifully and horribly imperfect. 

Why is this? And why are eonditions allowed 
to remain as they are? The simple answer is, 
PROFITS. But let us figure it out. 
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A girl goes into a factory to work; in five 
hcurs she has turned out enough goods to pay 
for her “keep” for that one day. But she does 
not stop at the end of that time, for she has 
hired herself out for the price of her “keep,” 
for a ten hour day. The other five hours she 
~vorks for the man or the company that owns 
the mac~hiue. and the amount for this work is 
never llaid to the worker. This amount we call 
“surplus value,” and while many of the sup- 
porters of the capitalist system deny the theory 
of surplus value, proofs can be piled on proofs 
to show that the workers do uot get the full 
value of all that they produce. 

Every effort that the workers make to get 
higher wages is an effort to get more of this 
value that they have created. This is the cause 
of the strikes that are so common in manu- 
facturing communities. &very successful nt- 
tempt on the part of the factory ovvners to secure 
more of this surplus ‘value results in the re- 
duction of the laborer’s wages. This struggle 
for more between these two classes, the wage 
earners on the one side and the factory owners 
on the other. is called the Class Struggle. A 

t scientific Socialist is known by hisor her under- 
standing and acceptance of these three principles 
that I have briefly outlined: 1st. “Economic 
Determinism. which is the theory of the evolu- 
tion of industry and its resulting influence over 
all social institutions ; 2nd. “Surplus value,” 
which is the value the laborer creates and does 
not get paid for; 3rd. “The Class struggle,” 
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which is the struggle between capitalist and 
laborer for a greater share of the product. 

There is still one other necessary qualihca- 
tion that a Socialist must have, and that is her 
consciousness of these principles, and her desire 
and determination to change affairs so that there 

’ shall no longer be a system of wage-slavery; of 
a master class and a subject class; but there 
shall be established a system of co-operation. 
not only in the production of necessities but iu 
the distribution of them. so that each man, wo 
man aud child in the world sbnll have a decent 
liviilg. and no nxin, ~vom;in or child shall have 
millions more than they can ever use. , 

And this desire on the part of every Socialist 
to better the conditions under which we live, 
calls for the help of every person, high or low. 
black or white. Je\v or Gentile, who has a spark 
of the feeling of brotherly love in his or her 
make-up ! 

‘The question is then, how shall we go about it 
to better the present conditions? Before x-e 
answer this question let us review a little dif- 
ferently the history we have just had of the 
evolution of industry. 

In every one of the social stages I have dc- 
scribed to you, the owning class (that is the 
class that owned first the slaves, then the land, 
then the machines) ruled society and made 
laws, and formed institutions for the benefit of 
that class. During the feudal period, the land 
owners were the powerful people, and they ar- 
ranged customs, made laws, formed religions 
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and wrote literature that furthered their owo 

interests, 
Wheu feudalism was broken up by the rise of 

capitalism, that is, when the land owners were 
displaced by the merchants and manufacturers, 
all things Kere changed to suit the capitalists. 

These changes in society from oue l,eri& to 
the next above it are called rrrolntions. Poli- 
tics, art, literature, religion, political science, 
philosophy. education, and other institutions 
hare all passed through changes following in- 
dustrial changes in society. 

None of these changes is more striking!y 
shown than in that which is called Public Opiu- 
ion. People’s ideas are formed rcrv largely by 
what they hear others say whom ther look upon 
as authorities, or by what they read in books 
or papers for which they have great respect. At , 
the present time when ne\yspapers are so cheap 
and plentiful, the information that is contained 
in them, and the opinions that are expressed by 
(hem, have a powerful effect in determining peo- 
ple’s beliefs on certain questions. 

Now these newspapers and periodic~nla, which 
are collectirely spoken of as “the ljress.” are, 
almost without exception, owned and controlled 
by the present ruling class-the capitalists--who 
are rery careful to form a public opinion that 
suits their own interests. These interests are 
embodied in the principle that capitalist prirate 
property is sacred. This has been taught for so 
long a time that people take it for granted that 
it is true, and that there is no need to prove it. 
Upon this bciief there has been built a great 
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mass of ideas and ideals, and of institutions that 
are intended to preserve the present system .of 
wages and profits. The workers are set to think- 
ing about petty details and are divided into 
parties that quarrel over whether we shall have 
a Republican or a Democratic president. or 
whether we shall use gold or silver, or paper 
money, or have a two-cent tax or a fire-cent 
one. in order to keep them from seeing that 
neither the one or the other will give them ~11 
that they produce. Notice the way in which 
the voters are kept in ignorance of the questions 
that are burning for solution every hour of their 
lives. I know many young men who vote the 
Rolmhlican ticket because their father voted it ; 
and I know many men who rote the Democratic 
ticket because their grandfathers and great 
grandfathers voted it. 

The Republican party is the. party of the great 
trusts which kill off the smaller business con- 
cerns by ruinous competition and throw their 
managers into the wage earning class or drive I 
them to suicide. The Democratic party repre- 
sents the smaller business concerns that clamor 
for a suppression, or for a regulation of the mo- 
nopolies, so they can keep on competing with 
each other. But both parties want profits. They 
want the chance to rob the worker of the sur- 
plus that he creates. 

The Socialists argue that there is a better way 
for everybody to live than by robbing and being 
robbed. They do not argue this from any ris- 
inn, but from a logical conclusion of the prin- 
ciples of industrial evolution that I have out- 
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lined to you. It is from the fact tlin t always 
another class has owned the things that the 
workers must have in order to live-the land, 
the tools, the machines, the railroads, the factor- 
ies, the mines-in fact everything needful to 
the production and distribution of life’s neces- 
sities. It is plain then to everyone that these 

. things must be ovvned collectively in order that 
the workers may be able to use the full product 
of all that they produce. 

So, the workers, ever watchful for an oppor- 
tunity to benefit their: own class, agitate, organ- 
ize, and educate their fellow men and women 
for the coming change from Capitalism to Soci- 
alism. And never before in the \vorld’s history 
has such a movement been created, for where- 
ever Capitalism has obtained a foothold, there 
the organization of wage aorkers into economic 
and political parties follows as surely as day 
succeeds the night ; until now there are branches 
of the Socialist party in almost every country 
on the globe. 

The perplexing thing about the whole matter 
to the Capitalist politicixns is the steady growth 
in the membership of the Socialist party. SO 
frightened are they at this awakening of the 
working class that they try to deceive them- 
selves and each other into thinking that Social- 
ist political activity is dying out instead of rap 
dly increasing. 

Instance the repeated statements in the cap- 
italist press after any national elections to the 
effect that the Socialists have met a severe de- 
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feat! Later dispatches invariably give them 
a larger vote if not a greater representation. 

In Germany, the Socialists have forty-three 
seats in the Beichtag, though they would have 
about twire as many if they had not ‘been de- 
prived of their representation. There are 
eighty-seven Socialists in the Austrian parlia- 
Illfat. There are seven in the Prussian Land- 
.tag. In the Russian Duma, ii; spite of repres- 
sive measures to prevent the election of ‘So- 
cialists. over ninety were elected. The govern- 
ment disfraurhised nine millions of peasantry 
and from 2.5 to 40 per cent of the city working 
classes in order to keep the Socialists out of 
the Duma. There are fifty-four Socialists in 
France representing the party. England has 
thirb-two in the House of Commons. Finland 
has the honor of having the largest percentage 
of Socialist representatives in parliament of 
any nation in the world. After a tremendous 
struggle for universal suffrage-which contrary 
to the us;ual meaning of the term included worn- 
en as well as men-the first elections under 
the new law resulted in the election of eighty 
Socialist representatives out of a total of 114. 
Eightceu women were elected, of whom nine 
are Sorinlirts. . 1 

In Holland. Belgium, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, IMy. Spain and Japan: in Argentine, 
Anstralia, Canada and other Countries, the So- 
cialist party is organized and at work trying 
to better the conditions of tbe common people. 
Tbe Socialists of. the United States numjber al- 
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most balf a million voters, although not all of 
them are duesqaying members of the party. 

Unlike the Republican, Democratic and Pro- 
hibitionist parties, tbe members of the Socialist 
party all over the world support their party by 
paying monthly dues. This mouey is used to 
keep lecturers aud organizers in the field, and ’ 
to pay the salaries of the state and national 
secretaries who direct the work. So person 
is excluded from membership because be or 
she is too poor to pay dues, but everyone who 
can pay is expected to, because the party must 
depend uspon the working class to emancipate 
itself from slavery. 

It is quite proper at this point for women to 
ask, “What part can I take in this work? Is it 
not all politics? Women have no vote.” 

True, in most states womeu bare no vote. 
It is also true that the Serialist party is a 
political party. Serrrtlleless. n-e Socialists in- 
sist that women should join the party and work 
shoulder to shoulder with the men for our 
emancipation. 

The freedom that we crave, and which we 
must have, is economic freedom. We working 
people are all slaves, and wome:t are in greater 
slavery than men, for we are slaves politically, 
eeoncmically and sorially. Analyze the situa- 
tion and see if we are not. 

Politically, we are slaves, because me have 
absolutely no voice in choosing who shall make 
the laws that govern ‘us. Do you think, my sis- 
ters, if we could vote, that we would vote for 



a system that for its perpetuation through prof- 
its demands night work for women? Is night 
work or any other kind of drudgery so dear 
to us that we clamor for the factory owners to 
employ us at the expense of our health and 

’ that of our unborn children? If we could vote, 
would we put into office men or women who re- 
fuse child labor legislation? Is the sight of our 
little ones toiling in the shops, mines and on 
the streets so comforting and so reassuring that 
we long to have them there? If we could vote, 
would. we consent to elect a mayor or alder- 
men who connive with wealthy corporations to 
deprive us of taxes that should go to support 
schools for our children? No, a thousand times, 
no! Then join the Socialist party, which is the 
only party in favor of giving women the bal- 
lot that she may vote against those things. 

Economically. we are slaves because we are 
dependent upon some one else for our support; 
for the roof over our heads, the clothes we 
wear, and the food we eat. From our cradles 
-to our graves, we are held in subjection by the 
person who holds. the pocketbook and buys our 
daily necessities. When we are in our child- 
hood our wants are supplied as fully as pos- 
sible by the love of father and mother. But 
in our youth, when our wants increase and we 
are restless under restraint, we are obliged to 
go from home to find a master: one who by 
sweating the life out of us can add to the prof- 
its he is so eagerly grasping. - 

Would any girl, unless she was forced to 
do it through necessity, slave from morning 
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till night for $6.00 a week making beautiful 
dresses that she can never wear? or stand all 
day in the,stuffy air of a department store re- 
ceiving insults from women, who, because they 
are OP the other side of the counter, consider 
themselves superior to a @eswoman, nud sell 
hundreds of dollars’ worth of goods a week for 
which she gets the magnificent sum of $3.00 
or $G.OO? Would she do any of these distaste- 
ful, disagreeable, slavish things unless she was 

obliged to do so? She does it because she is an 
economic slave; because she cannot make a liv- 
ing except by applying to some one who owns 
the machines, or the goods she must work with, 
in order to make her living. 

In order that this product may be sold for 
a profit, the girl by competing with others who 
want to make a living also, must work ascheap- 
ly as possible. When profits are done away 
with, this grinding process will cease. That 
will be only when the people own co-operatively 
the means of production. Then join the Social- 
is; party that is working to abolish the pro& 

’ system, and to establish the Co-operative Com- 
monwealth. 

Women are slaves socially because they can- 
not do as they choose in society. We are slaves 
to custom and to public opinion. We marry to 
get a home, and we stay in it because we con- 
sider ourselves the possession of the man who 
furnishes our food and clothes. We bring un- 
welcome children into the world because we 
are sex slaves. We dare not maintain the 
right to our own bodies because we have taken 
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~1 VOW to obey our husbands and to cleave to 
them until death parts us, no matter what the 
exactions or the abuse they heap upon us ! Out 
upon such teachings, say I! 

Look over the women of your acquaintance 
between the ages of. twenty and forty. Do you 
not know many attractive ones who would 
make excellent wives and motHers, but who 
are onmarried because no man has ever come 
to claim them? The cost of living is so great 
that men and women dare not take upon them- 
selves the responsibility of a family. 

And no woman, even if she was able to sup- 
port and educate a child, would dare public 
opinion to the extent of rearing a family with- ) 
out a (‘so-called) head to it. Sot a father’s 
daughter of them ! They smother their natural 
instincts and desires and drag out a wretched 
existence that too often ends in an insane 
asylum. Unless she were socially a slave do 
you think a woman would starve her mother- 
instinct when her whole nature craved the com- 
fort of a baby’s clinging touch? Unless she were 
socially a slave, would she ,bring unloved chil- 
dren into the world to prove herself loyal to 
a brutal ruler who demands that there be no 
race suicide? 

It is only in a state of society where monian 
is looked upon as the private property of man, 
that such perversions of woman’s nature can 
be found; the prostitute, the childless woman, 
end the morn-out over-burdened mother. 

When woman is soc’ially free, free to accept 
*. 



or reject motherhood as her instincts incline 
her, can we look for the best and fullest de- 
velopment of the human race. Do not mistake 
this for an attack upon the home, which the 
capitalists are continually telling you the So- 
cialists mean to destroy. It is rather a plea 
for the establishment and preservation of the 
home in its most perfect form. The home with- 
out love is a hell. And love can never come to 
its fullest and most beautiful fruitage until 
womao is free. 

Imagine, if you can, a society where each 
individual has the opportunity to develop him- 
self or herself to the fullest degree: where the 
miseries of poverty, child labor and female la- 
bor do not exist; where co-operation takes the 
place of competition ; where the brotherhood 
and sisterhood of man and woman is a reality; 
where peace and equity abide, and there you 
will have Socialism. 

Unite, and speed the day, comrades. when 
this shall be brought about ! Speed the day ! 



His Life, Writin& and Speeches. 
Socialists are not hero-worshipers. We 

do not put our faith in leaders. Methods 
of class warfare do not come from the 
brains of the isolated scholar, but from 
the brains and experience of fighters. 

That is why we publish the life, writ- 
ings and speeches of Eugene V. Debs. 
He has never set himself up as a leader 
of the labor movement. But by choice 
of it, joy in it, loveof it, he has remained 
a part of the movement itself. Sepa- 
rate him from the revolutionary work- 
ing class movement and you lose Eugene 
V. Debs. He is bone of its bone, flesh 
of its flesh. His very life, his hopes 
and aims are interwoven into the v21y 
mesh of the labor movement. 

All his writings that he thinkslworth 
preserving are included in this book, 
which also tells the story of his life and 

Two large editions have been sold at $2.00 a copy. 
But Debs does not wish to make money from the 
book; he wishes to carry thb message of socialism 
to an ever growing circle of readers. He has there- 
fore authorized our co-operative publishing house 
to bring out a new, neat. compact library edition, 
illustrated. and containing over 500 pages. at a 
dollar a copy, postpaid, with special prices to corn- 
rades who buy in quantities and put their energy 
into finding new readers. We will send five copies 
by express prepaid for $3.00 or twenty copies by 
express prepaid for $10.00. Address 



ANCIENT SOCIETY 
OR 

Researches in the Lines of Human 
Progress : From SavagJerp 

Throofh Barbarism to 
Civilization 

One American and only one is ru<;g- 
nized by the universities of Europe as 
one of the world’s great scientists. That 
American is Lewis H. Morgan, the author 
of this book. He was the pioneer writer 
onthesubject. HisconcluslonshavebeeD 
Wly sustained by later investigators. 

&is work contains a full and clear explanation 
of many vitally important facts, without which no 
intelligent discussion of the “Woman Question” 
is possible. It shows that the successive marriage 
customs that have azisen have corresponded to 
certain definite industrial conditions. The author 
shows that it is indust+ changes that alter the 
relations of the sexes. and that these changes are 
still going on. He shows the historical reason for 
the “double standard of morals” for men and 
women. over which reformers have wailed in vain. 
And he points the way to a cleaner, freer. happier 
lie for women in the future, through the triumph 
of the working class. All this is shown indirectly 
through historical facts; the reader is left to draw 
hi own conclusions. 

Cloth, 686 large pages. gold stamping. Until 
latelv this book could not be bounht for less than 
$4.00~ Our price 3s $1.50, and w< will mail the 
book to YOU for 60~. pmvidsd you send $1.00 at 
the a zrne time for a year’s subscription to the 
International Socialist Review. Address 

~~arlesH.Kerr~Company 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago 



‘ME HAPPY 
HUNTLWO GrROUNDS 
By James Highto-zrr, he son of 
a full-blooded Cherokee Indian. 

A real story of B real Indian; how 

the Indian boys helped gather applies 

for winter; how they trapped the 

“varmints” and stalked big game; how 

they fished, made their paints, their 

clothes and their honses; how they 

learned to imitate the animals of the 

forest. 

Terrible adventures and daring 

achievements come thick and fast; the 

Indian boys have a thrilling &ht with 

a black bear; they are tracked by a 
panther and chased by the wolves. 

The only book by a real Indian you 

have ever read. Interesting and true 

: from cover to cover; the boys and 

girls will find it the most thrilling story 

in their cc&&on, and it will teach them more than a dozen 

books on natural history. Best of all, it will help them later 

on to understand what our Socialist writers say about the 

primitive cbmmunism in which our ancestors lived before 

capitalism began. It was from the Indians that Morgan 

learned most of the facts in “Ancient Society.” 

Cloth, illustrated, $ I .OO postpaid. 

Address 

CHARLES H. KERR &COMPANY 
118 West Kin& Street, CHICAGO 



TRUTHFUL BOOKS ON 
THE SEX QUESTION 

Victims Of tke System, by Dorothy John?. A socialist 
womao W~P thrown into jail at Los Angeles in the cotnse of a free- 
speech fight. which. by the way. war won. In this book she tells some 
of the thjngs she saw among the womer~ prisoners. Paper. 10~. 

C??ie SO&31 Evil, by Dr. J. f-i. Greer. A scientific treatise 

by a socialist physi&an. showing that prostitution is a necessary out. 
come of the profit system a?d that it will ead only when the system 
ends. Paper 10~. 

TfiU RUbd .!a% ~~~4, by .&day Bcals. Seventeen stories 
(lack London szys thcv are “114 of the fine spirit of revolt“) most d 
them dealing with the w&al pocdon of woman in the United States 
May. Cloth. 50~. 

ZZe ROW .rJoor, bp r~tdle WVI. TIE WY it a IIOUEB 
of prootito!ion. a-td of the actual 1%~ OF forr g% who were force6 in. 
t:, 1,. each in a different way. sod held priwaoen there of relentless 

social forces that c;ushra out their lives for the sake of PROFITS 
ClotL. illustrated. $1.00. 

Grad& a SO&i5 Tragedy, by arank EVMW PIWD. 
mer. A story in verse wit5 a similar message. Fourth edition Jus, 
ready. Extra cloth, with twelve engraving from puotographs. $1.00. 

LOVU’S ~Of=,‘,‘~-Of-.&g~~. i-v Bdwar8 Caxenter. A PO\ 
nine of thought-compell;ae RSS~YF bv a write- who is scientist and pot 
IR one. otherwise be never could have written of the re!atioos betwee, 
men and women with such convincing logic a4 such deepinsighr 
C!oLh. 81.00. 

Looking Forweid, by Philip Rap.oapat. R scientifit 
study of the status of woman. past. ~~e~enl and future. and cf *he origir 
and growtn of the family and the state. The writer is a~ American 
soaalist with a clear understanding of economic determbism Cloth 
$1.00. 

A.iCP8 illclude titage 

BHAPLES H. KERR Q CO., I18 W. Kiazie St., Cbkag( 



The Socialist Argument 
One of the newest of -our books for Socialist propa- 

ganda. In a quiet, easy style it analyzes the defects, the 
absurdities. the cruelties and oppression wzhich are in- 
separable iron, the capitalist sys& and points out how 
the Socialists propose to cure and eliminate the evils 
of present day society. As the title of the book iridi- 
cates, it takes up the whole Socialist argument, point 
by point, and presses it home by the force of irresistible 
logic. The decay of capitalism and the hopelessness of 
mere reform are discussed in detail and the inevitability 
of 

THE COMING CHANGE 
is forcefully stated. The stock objections to Socialism 
are given a hearing and then their foolishness and 
futility are exposed in such a fashion that no one can 
miss the point. 

The author, Charles C. Hitchcock, is an old student 
of economics and social conditions. He knows his 
ground thoroughly and he knows how to make his argu- 
Gents convincing. 

There is no better book to band to vow stand-pat 
friend who declares he is satisfied with present condi- 
tions and pronounces Socialism “visionary” and “im- 
practicable.” It is just the book to band to the acauaint- 
ante who admits there is “something in” Socialism but 
declares that its contentions lack cohesion and con- 
structive logic. 

It is exceptionally well written in a lucid and enter- 
taining style. Its topics are admirably arranged and its 
chapters are so subdivided as to make easy reading. It 
will afford a pleasant and instructive hour or’ two to 
even the chronic opponent of the Socialist philosophy. 

Neatly and attractively bound in cloth and of a size 
that will readily admit of its being carried in the over- 
coat pocket. Well printed on paper of excellent quality. 
Price, $1.00, postpaid. 

CHARLES H. KERR G COMPANY 
118 W. Kinzie Street, - - CHICAGO 



Industrial Problems 
By N. A. RICHARDSON 
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This new book will, we believe, prove tna 
best and most effective popular text-book of 
socialism ever written. The old story of how 
the earnings of’ the laborer are taken from 
him by the capitalist is retold in a vivid way 
that will hold the attention of even a careless 
reader. 

The author shows that each productive Ia, 
borer in the United States creates daily about 
$10.00 worth of goods, figured at their retail’ 
selling prices. The laborer gets about $2.00 as 
his wages. What becomes of the $8.00 worth? 
This the author shcws in the course of the 
book, and the lqborer who follows his arg,t.t. 
ment will pretty certainly want to struggle h 
the most effective way for the right to keep 
that $8.00 w&th for himself. 

Cloth. 229 pages, $1.00; paper, 25~. Six paper 
copies will be mailed to one address for $l.OQ+ 

Charles pi. Kerr & Companp, 
118 Kiazie Street, Chicago. 



Socialist Speakers 
Wanted 

The Socialist Party will need thousands uf 
speakers within the next year, and only a few 
hundred are even fairly prepared for this work. 
Ignorant speakers do far more harm than sxd. 
We must hay speakers with a clear understanding 
y:,sv;;; socmhsta want and how they propose 

Nothing but study will make you 8 competent Soci@St 
rqeaker. but you can cave time and may b startmg 
nth the tight literature. and not learmng t lngg ~00 
will soon have to unlearn. We publish ,6 all the 
standard socialist books. We advise that you start 
with these, reading them in about the order named: + 

Revolution, Jack London.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0::: 
Introduction to Socialism. Richardson.. . . 
Industrial Socialism, Haywood and Bohn JO 
Science and Socialism. LaMonte.. . . . . . . . . 
Rerolutiooary Uoiooiem, Debs.. . . . . . . . . . . 

;8: 

Shop Tal& on Eeonomi~s, Mary E. ?daaarer 
Value, Price and Profit, Marx . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

::$ 

Wage Labor and Capital, Marx.. . . . . . . . . . . .os . 
Sociatism,lUtopian and SclenMUc. Engels. 
Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engeb. ::8 
T  ,e Class Straggle, Kantsky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The Art of Leeturin& Lewis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

:$j 

International Socialist Review (One YW).-@ 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $230 
Remt $1.50, ask for Soap-Boxer Cambinstion, and we 

willsendyou this entire lot of literature postpaid. m  
the time yoo have read it thoroughly YOU ~21 @VW 
more than most of the people who are qakiw S++ti 
speeches at present, and you will be 111 *posItIon tO 
select additional books to smt your qeeds. Don’t delay. 
ffl;dz;gthe blank below. get tbe bterature ran.3 besls 

I..“....*.,.....,...........................~ 
CHAWS H. KERR 8r CO. 

118 W. Kinzie St.. Chicaxo. 
Enclosed find $1.60 for which plea88 mall at 

once pour Soap-Boxer Combination of social- 
ist literature. 

NOPlt8. ............................................. 

AddresS ........................................... 

g$L...#u. . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . ---,w 
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State . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . 
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The International 

Socialist Review 
is now the largest and best socialist 
magazine in any language or country It 
is the only illustrated magazine that is 
gf, by and for the working class. Each 
month it gives the latest news of the 
Class Struggle from all over the world, 
with vivid photographs from each new 
scene of action. Not a dull page in the, 
wholemagazine. The ablestwritersin the 
organized socialist movement are among 
its contributors. Editorially it stands for 
a clear, uncompromising working-class 
movement, both at the polls and in the 
shops. Monthly, $1.00 a year, 10 cents 

Some news dealers sell it but 
Fh?%%e and sure way to get each issue 
promptly is to use the blank below. 

Charles H. Kerr b Company 
118 West Ktnzie St.. Chicado 

Enclosed find one dollar, for which please mail the 
kVIW‘NATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW one year. 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Address............................ ,.............. 


